
1) A train that connects two towns has 42 stops on its route. The train halts for 154

seconds at each stop. How many seconds in total would the train halt during

the entire journey?

2) A !rework factory sells 50 packs of cherry bombs in a carton. How many packs of

cherry bombs will be found in 250 such cartons?

3) The church hall has 108 rows. Each row can accomodate 25 people. What is the total

capacity of the church hall?

4) Kenny’s and Nancy’s home towns are 478 miles apart. Kenny’s and Michael's home

towns are separated by 12 times that distance. What is the distance between

Kenny’s and Michael’s home towns?

5) A barbecue restaurant chargrills an average of 78 pounds of chicken in a day. 

Find the amount of chicken, the restaurant would require for 287 days?
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1) A train that connects two towns has 42 stops on its route. The train halts for 154

seconds at each stop. How many seconds in total would the train halt during

the entire journey?

2) A �rework factory sells 50 packs of cherry bombs in a carton. How many packs of

cherry bombs will be found in 250 such cartons?

3) The church hall has 108 rows. Each row can accomodate 25 people. What is the total

capacity of the church hall?

4) Kenny’s and Nancy’s home towns are 478 miles apart. Kenny’s and Michael's home

towns are separated by 12 times that distance. What is the distance between

Kenny’s and Michael’s home towns?

5) A barbecue restaurant chargrills an average of 78 pounds of chicken in a day. 

Find the amount of chicken, the restaurant would require for 287 days?

12,500 packs of cherry bombs

6,468 seconds

2,700 seats

5,736 miles

22,386 pounds

Answer Key
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